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We work on a spacetime manifold foliated by timelike leaves. In this setting, we explore the
solution of the second-class constraints arising during the canonical analysis of the Holst action
with a cosmological constant. The solution is given in a manifestly Lorentz-covariant fashion, and
the resulting canonical formulation is expressed using several sets of real variables that are related
to one another by canonical transformations. By applying a gauge fixing to this formulation, we
obtain a description of gravity as an SU(1, 1) gauge theory that resembles the Ashtekar-Barbero
formulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quest for a consistent quantum theory of grav-
ity is perhaps the greatest endeavor of modern theoret-
ical physics. One of the main approaches tackling this
problem is loop quantum gravity [1–3], which intends a
canonical quantization of the gravitational field. This
approach has provided not only deep insights into the
quantum nature of gravity, but has also helped to estab-
lish some other alternative strategies for quantizing grav-
ity in a nonperturbative framework such as the spinfoam
models [4] (see for instance Ref. [5] for more proposals).
The loop approach is based upon the Ashtekar-Barbero
variables [6], which arise from the canonical analysis—in
the time gauge—of the Holst action for general relativ-
ity [7]. This gauge condition plays an essential role in
all the loop construction, since it breaks the noncompact
Lorentz group down to its compact subgroup SU(2) [or
SO(3)], making things easier. The theory however in-
cludes a free parameter that plays no significant role in
the space of solutions of the classical theory1 since it is
introduced into the formalism as the coupling constant
of a topological term [9], but it unfortunately shows up
in the spectra of quantum observables [10] and in the
black hole entropy [11]. Thus, the meaning of the so-
called Barbero-Immirzi or simply Immirzi parameter [12]
is so far not clear, although some people think that its
presence in the quantum theory might be a consequence
of the use of the time gauge (others argue that the Im-
mirzi parameter is a feature of quantum gravity itself).
Because of this, there has been a great interest in dismiss-
ing the time gauge in favor of a description of the phase
space of general relativity employing Lorentz-covariant
variables [13–15] (see also Ref. [16] for a related discus-
sion in a three-dimensional scenario).
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1 It however manifests off shell in the classical theory. See Ref. [8].
In view of this, in Ref. [17] the authors revisited the
canonical analysis of the Holst action. Since second-class
constraints arise during the process, they managed to
solve them in a manifestly Lorentz-covariant fashion (In
contrast, the approach of Ref. [14], although explicitly
Lorentz covariant, employs the Dirac bracket.) The au-
thors then obtained several sets of manifestly Lorentz-
covariant variables for the phase space of general relativ-
ity that are related to one another by canonical trans-
formations. In the time gauge, these variables easily and
immediately lead to the Ashtekar-Barbero variables, and
so the variables reported in Ref. [17] correspond to a
Lorentz-covariant extension thereof.
Recently, in Ref. [18], within the framework of
Refs. [13, 15] and in order to further explore the impli-
cations of the Immirzi parameter, a gauge fixing differ-
ent from the time gauge was considered. In this gauge,
which was termed the “space gauge”, the four-dimensional
Lorentz group is broken down to SU(1, 1) [or SO(1, 2),
since they both share the same Lie algebra], obtaining a
spacetime foliated by timelike three-manifolds. However,
this approach is rather complicated, this in part due to
the fact that the solution of the second-class constraints
used in Ref. [18] is not adapted to the new gauge condi-
tion, as it is actually for the time gauge.
In this work we explore, within the framework of
Ref. [17], the implications of the space gauge, and give a
complete description of the resulting canonical theory. In
particular, we highlight the simplicity of our approach as
compared with that of Ref. [18]. As a result we obtain, by
following two different paths, a set of real canonical vari-
ables and constraints resembling those of the Ashtekar-
Barbero formalism, but this time with a remanent in-
ternal SU(1, 1) symmetry, as is the space gauge thought
for.
The outline of this paper is as follows. First, in Sec. II
we sketch the canonical analysis of the Holst action when
the “evolution” is considered along one of the spatial di-
rections. Then, in Sec. III we solve the resulting second-
class constraints in a manifestly Lorentz-covariant fash-
ion and write down several sets of real phase-space vari-
ables related among them by canonical transformations.
2Later on, in Sec. IV we exhibit, after the application of
the space gauge, the resulting canonical variables and
constraints. For the sake of completeness, in the Ap-
pendix we report the canonical formulation that emerges
when the second-class constraints are solved in a non-
explicitly Lorentz-covariant fashion (but preserving full
Lorentz invariance), and in Sec. V we adapt the space
gauge to this framework and show that the canonical
formulation of Sec. IV also follows. At the end, we give
some final remarks.
II. CANONICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we consider a spacetime foliation dif-
fering from the usual one. Instead of foliating spacetime
with respect to a timelike direction, we do it with respect
to a spacelike one. In consequence, the three-dimensional
leaves that fill up spacetime are no longer spacelike but
timelike (the case of a foliation by null hypersurfaces was
addressed in Ref. [19]). Thus, we assume that the space-
time manifold M has the topology M = Σ× R, but this
time Σ is a noncompact timelike three-manifold; in anal-
ogy with the usual case, “R” denotes here the spacelike di-
rection along which Σ “evolves”, which means nothing but
a mere change of timelike leaf. We denote this direction
by x3 (any of the other spatial directions can be equiv-
alently chosen), and so the hypersurface x3 = constant
has the same topology of Σ and its coordinates are des-
ignated by xa, with a = 0, 1, 2. The canonical analysis
then proceeds as in the case of a timelike direction.
We denote the internal indices by the capital letters
of the middle of the alphabet I, J, . . . = {i, 3}, for
i = 0, 1, 2, which in turn are lowered or raised with
Minkowski’s metric (ηIJ ) = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). We define
the symmetrizer and the antisymmetrizer by A(µν) :=
(1/2)(Aµν + Aνµ) and A[µν] := (1/2)(Aµν − Aνµ), re-
spectively. Furthermore, for any quantity taking values
in the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group, UIJ = −UJI ,
we introduce its corresponding internal Hodge dual as
⋆UIJ = (1/2)ǫIJKLU
KL, with ǫIJKL being the totally
antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor that satisfies ǫ0123 = 1.
Likewise, we also define a γ-valued quantity by
(γ)
U IJ := UIJ +
1
γ
⋆ UIJ = PIJ
KLUKL, (1)
where γ is the Immirzi parameter and PIJ
KL := δK[I δ
L
J]+
(1/2γ)ǫIJ
KL. Finally, when working with tensor densi-
ties we will denote their negative (positive) weight with
an equivalent amount of tildes (∼) under (above) the cor-
responding tensor; beware that we will omit the tildes of
tensors densities with weights lower than -1 or greater 2,
but their weight will be specified somewhere else in the
paper.
The canonical analysis of the Holst action (with cosmo-
logical constant Λ) can then be performed in a Lorentz-
covariant fashion along the same lines of Ref. [13] (see
also Ref. [20]). We end up (neglecting boundary terms)
having a Hamiltonian action in the form
S =
∫
R
dx3
∫
Σ
dV
[
(γ)
Π˜ aIJ∂3ωaIJ − H˜
]
, (2)
where dV := dx0dx1dx2, (ωaIJ ,
(γ)
Π˜ aIJ ) [or equivalently
(
(γ)
ω aIJ , Π˜
aIJ)] constitute the canonical variables and sat-
isfy the relation {ωaIJ(x),
(γ)
Π˜ bKL(y)} = δbaδ
K
[I δ
L
J]δ
3(x, y),
and H˜ is the Hamiltonian density given by
H˜ := λIJG˜
IJ +NaV˜a +
˜
N ˜˜H +
˜
φab
˜˜Φab + ψabΨ
ab, (3)
where λIJ , N
a,
˜
N ,
˜
φab, and ψab (it has weight -2, so that
Ψab has weight +3) are Lagrange multipliers that impose
the following constraints2:
G˜
IJ := Da
(γ)
Π˜aIJ= ∂a
(γ)
Π˜ aIJ+ 2ωa
[I|
K
(γ)
Π˜ aK|J] ≈ 0, (4a)
V˜a :=
1
2
(γ)
Π˜ bIJFbaIJ ≈ 0, (4b)
˜˜
H :=
1
2
Π˜aIKΠ˜bK
J
(γ)
F abIJ − Λ˜˜q ≈ 0, (4c)
˜˜Φab := ⋆Π˜aIJΠ˜
bIJ ≈ 0, (4d)
Ψab := ǫIJKLΠ˜
(a|IM Π˜cM
JDcΠ˜
|b)KL ≈ 0, (4e)
with FabIJ := 2
(
∂[aωb]IJ + ω[a|IKω|b]
K
J
)
and ˜˜q :=
det(qab), qab being the induced metric on Σ, whose in-
verse qab is related to Π˜aIJ by the relation
˜˜qqab = −
1
2
Π˜aIJ Π˜bIJ . (5)
From the Poisson algebra among the constraints (4a)–
(4e), we find that the Gauss G˜IJ , vector V˜a [we may
use instead the diffeomorphism constraint D˜a := V˜a +
(1/2)ωaIJG˜
IJ ], and scalar ˜˜H constraints are first class
(the Gauss constraint generates local Lorentz transfor-
mations, whereas the vector and scalar constraints gen-
erate spacetime diffeomorphisms), whereas ˜˜Φab and Ψab
are second class. As a result, the theory propagates
(1/2)(2× 18− 2× 10− 12) = 2 degrees of freedom, as ex-
pected for general relativity. The second-class constraints
will be deal with in the next section.
To close this section, it is worth pointing out that
both the form of the action (2) and the constraints (4a)-
(4e) are actually the same obtained when we perform the
2 Although we should have rewritten the constraints entirely in
terms of the canonical variables, either (ωaIJ ,
(γ)
Π˜ aIJ ) or (
(γ)
ω aIJ
, Π˜aIJ), the resulting expressions are rather clumsy, and so we
decided to write them in their simplest form.
3canonical analysis of the Holst action with respect to a
timelike direction (that is, in the usual fashion). Thus, at
this point in the Hamiltonian framework whether space-
time is foliated by timelike or spacelike hypersurfaces
does not really matter. The direction “x3” might play
the role of a space direction as well as that of time. This
is a manifestation of the fact that in a diffeomorphism-
invariant theory there is no distinction between space and
time. Nevertheless, we shall see that the introduction of a
timelike or spacelike direction in the internal Minkowski
space determines the nature of the metric induced on Σ,
in turn giving a meaning to the spacetime direction “x3”.
III. FIRST-CLASS HAMILTONIAN
The above canonical theory is manifestly Lorentz co-
variant, but features the presence of second-class con-
straints. In order to obtain a Hamiltonian theory
with first-class constraints solely while preserving local
Lorentz invariance, in this section we explicitly solve the
second-class constraints in such a way that this symmetry
is neither split nor broken.
A. Solution to the second-class constraints
The constraint (4d) consists of six restrictions for the
18 variables encoded in Π˜aIJ , which means that its solu-
tion ought to be given in terms of 12 independent vari-
ables B˜aI (see also [17, 20, 21])
Π˜aIJ = ǫB˜a[ImJ], (6)
where ǫ = ±1 due to the quadratic dependence on
Π˜aIJ of Eq. (4d), and mI is an internal vector satisfying
mIB˜
aI = 0 and mIm
I = τ , with τ = ±13. Since mI and
B˜aI are orthogonal to each other, for τ = 1 (τ = −1)
or mI spacelike (timelike), B˜aI is timelike (spacelike).
On the other hand, by defining ˜˜hab := B˜aIB˜bI , the in-
duced metric (5) takes the form ˜˜qqab = (−τ/4)
˜˜
hab, which
implies ˜˜q2 = (−τ/64)h for h := det
˜˜
hab (of weight +4).
Since the right-hand side of this equation must be posi-
tive, then the sign of h must be the opposite of τ , that
is h = −τ |h|. However, notice that the same relation
does not fix the sign of ˜˜q; we demand it to have the same
sign as h, which implies qab = 2|h|−1/2˜˜hab. Therefore,
for τ = 1 (τ = −1) or mI spacelike (timelike), the in-
duced metric on Σ has Lorentzian (Euclidean) signature.
Explicitly, mI has the form
mI :=
1
6
√
|h|
ǫIJKL
˜
ηabcB˜
aJB˜bKB˜cL, (7)
3 Although the spacetime foliation was initially set up with respect
to a spacelike direction, the Hamiltonian framework allows us to
address timelike and spacelike directions at the same time.
where
˜
ηabc is totally antisymmetric and satisfies
˜
η012 = 1.
Denoting by hab (of weight -2) the inverse of
˜˜
hab, we
obtain the important relation
qIJ := habB˜
aI B˜bJ = δ
I
J − τm
ImJ , (8)
which is the projector onto the orthogonal plane to mI
in the internal Minkowski space.
Before addressing the remaining second-class con-
straints, let us introduce the covariant derivate compati-
ble with B˜aI that satisfies
∇aB˜
bI := ∂aB˜
bI + Γa
I
J B˜
bJ + ΓbacB˜
cI − ΓcacB˜
bI = 0,
(9)
where ΓaIJ = −ΓaJI and Γ
a
bc = Γ
a
cb. The 36 equa-
tions in Eq. (9) allow us to completely determinate ΓaIJ
and Γabc. In fact, we find that Γ
a
bc are the Christoffel
symbols for the three-dimensional metric qab, whereas
ΓaIJ = habB˜
c
[I|∂cB˜
b
|J] + habhcdB˜
c
KB˜
b
[IB˜
f
J]∂f B˜
dK
+hbcB˜
b
[I|∂aB˜
c
|J] − habhcdB˜
b
KB˜
c
[IB˜
f
J]∂f B˜
dK
−τhabB˜
c
[ImJ]mK∂cB˜
bK
+τhbcB˜
b
[ImJ]mK∂aB˜
cK . (10)
To guarantee the solution of Eq. (4e) in terms of canon-
ical variables, we pay attention to the kinetic term of Eq.
(2) and note that Eq. (6) implies the following reduction
of the symplectic potential:
(γ)
Π˜ aIJ∂3ωaIJ = B˜
aI∂3CaI , (11)
where we have defined
CaI := ǫ
(
(γ)
ω aIJ m
J +mI
(γ)
ω bJK hacB˜
cJB˜bK
)
. (12)
The 12 variables CaI can be regarded as the independent
components of the connection ωaIJ that are left after the
implementation of the symplectic reduction entailed by
Eq. (6). The components not showing up in the symplec-
tic structure thus correspond to the ones fixed through
the solution of Eq. (4e).
To solve the constraint (4e), we first observe that it
defines a system of six inhomogeneous linear equations
for the 18 unknowns of ωaIJ . We then parametrize its
solution in terms of the CaI introduced above as
ωaIJ =Ma
b
IJKCb
K +NaIJ . (13)
The first term on the right corresponds to the homo-
geneous solution of Eq. (4e), whereas the second term
designates the particular solution (which is related to
the components of the connection that get fixed by the
solution of the second-class constraints). We find that
4Ma
b
IJK and NaIJ are given explicitly as follows:
Ma
b
IJK = ǫτ[− δbam[IηJ]K + δba
(
P−1
)
IJKL
mL
−
(
P−1
)
IJLM
hacB˜
cLB˜bMmK
+
1
γ
⋆
(
P−1
)
IJLM
hacB˜
bLmM B˜cK
]
, (14)
NaIJ = −τ
˜
λab
(
ǫIJKLB˜
bKmL +
2
γ
B˜b[ImJ]
)
, (15)
where (P−1)IJKL is the inverse of P
IJ
KL, namely
P IJMN (P
−1)MNKL = δ
I
[Kδ
J
L], and
˜
λab :=
1
2
ǫIJKL
(
habhcd − 2hc(ahb)d
)
×B˜cIB˜dM B˜fJmLΓf
K
M . (16)
We point out that Eq. (13) can be alternatively expressed
as ωaIJ = ΓaIJ + JaIJ , where JaIJ contains the whole
dependence on CaI ; in this splitting ΓaIJ corresponds
to a the particular solution of Eq. (4e), whereas JaIJ
encodes the homogeneous solution.
Now that we are left with first-class constraints only,
the action (2) acquires the form
S =
∫
R
dx3
∫
Σ
dV
(
B˜aI∂3CaI − H˜
′
)
, (17)
with H˜ ′ being the Hamiltonian density made up of the
first-class constraints,
H˜ ′ := λIJG˜
IJ +NaV˜a +
˜
N ˜˜H, (18)
which in terms of the new canonical coordinates
(CaI , B˜
aI) are given by
G˜
IJ = B˜a[ICa
J] + 2ǫP IJKLB˜
a[MmK]Γa
L
M ≈ 0, (19a)
V˜a = ∇[b(B˜
bICa]I) + ǫB˜
b[ImK]
(γ)
Γ aIJ Γb
J
K
−τG˜IJ(ǫCaI−
(γ)
Γ aIK m
K)mJ ≈ 0, (19b)
˜˜
H = −
τ
8
B˜aIB˜bJRabIJ
+
1
4
B˜a[I|B˜b|J]
[
CaICbJ − 2ǫCaI
(γ)
Γ bJK m
K
+
(
ΓaIL +
2
γ
⋆ ΓaIL
)
ΓbJKm
KmL −
τ
γ2
qKLΓaIKΓbJL
]
−
ǫ
2
B˜aImJ∇aG˜IJ +
τΛ
8
√
|h| ≈ 0, (19c)
where the terms proportional to G˜IJ squared have been
neglected and RabIJ := 2(∂[aΓb]IJ + Γ[a|I
KΓ|b]KJ) de-
notes the curvature of ΓaIJ . Note that τ shows up in Eqs.
(19b) and (19c), although the term where it appears in
the former is proportional to the Gauss constraint. On
the other hand, in the latter the value of τ changes the
sign of the term proportional to RabIJ and the sign of the
cosmological term (the last term inside the square brack-
ets also depends on τ , but this term can be absorbed
through a canonical transformation; see below), indicat-
ing that spacelike and timelike foliations have associated
different scalar constraints.
B. Other manifestly Lorentz-covariant phase-space
variables
As noted in Ref. [17], there exist different manifestly
Lorentz-covariant parametrizations of the phase space of
general relativity related to one another by canonical
transformations. These canonical transformations can
also be implemented in the present setting. To that
end, we consider the phase-space maps (CaI , B˜
aI) 7→
(KaI , B˜
aI) and (CaI , B˜
aI) 7→ (QaI , B˜
aI), where CaI ,KaI
and QaI are related among them by
CaI = KaI + ǫ
(
ΓaIJm
J + habB˜
bJ B˜cKΓcJKmI
)
, (20a)
CaI = QaI + ǫ
(
(γ)
Γ aIJ m
J + habB˜
bJ B˜cK
(γ)
Γ cJK mI
)
.
(20b)
These maps are truly canonical transformations, since
the symplectic term of the action (17) changes in each
case by a boundary term,
∫
Σ
dV B˜aI∂3CaI=
∫
Σ
dV
[
B˜aI∂3KaI + ∂a
(
ǫmI∂3B˜
aI
)]
,
(21a)∫
Σ
dV B˜aI∂3CaI=
∫
Σ
dV
[
B˜aI∂3QaI + ∂a
(
ǫmI∂3B˜
aI
−
ǫτ
2γ
√
|h|η˜abchbdhce∂3B˜
dIB˜eI
)]
. (21b)
In terms of the canonical variables (KaI , B˜
aI) the con-
straints (19a)–(19c) read
G˜
IJ = B˜a[IKa
J] +
ǫ
γ
ǫIJKLB˜
a[MmK]Γa
L
M ≈ 0, (22a)
V˜a = ∇[b
(
B˜bIKa]I
)
+
ǫ
γ
B˜b[ImK] ⋆ ΓaIJΓb
J
K
−τG˜IJ
(
ǫKaI −
1
γ
⋆ ΓaIKm
K
)
mJ ≈ 0, (22b)
˜˜
H = −
τ
8
B˜aIB˜bJRabIJ
+
1
4
B˜a[I|B˜b|J]
[
KaIKbJ −
2ǫ
γ
KaI ⋆ ΓbJKm
K
−
τ
γ2
qKLΓaIKΓbJL
]
−
ǫ
2
B˜aImJ∇aG˜IJ
+
τΛ
8
√
|h| ≈ 0. (22c)
5Likewise, for the canonical pair (QaI , B˜
aI) we obtain
G˜
IJ = B˜a[IQa
J] ≈ 0, (23a)
V˜a = ∇[b
(
B˜bIQa]I
)
− ǫτQaImJG˜
IJ ≈ 0, (23b)
˜˜
H = −
τ
8
B˜aI B˜bJRabIJ +
1
4
B˜a[I|B˜b|J]QaIQbJ
−
ǫ
2
B˜aImJ∇aG˜IJ +
τΛ
8
√
|h| ≈ 0. (23c)
In all cases, the diffeomorphism constraint reads
D˜a = B˜
bI∂[bUa]I +
1
2
UaI∂bB˜
bI , (24)
for UaI = CaI ,KaI or QaI . As expected, our results with
τ = −1 reproduce those of Ref. [17] with σ = −1. It is
worth stressing that the constraints (23a)–(23c) corre-
spond to those resulting in the canonical analysis of the
Palatini action, and thus the canonical transformation
involving Eq. (20b) links the Hamiltonian formulations
of the Palatini and Holst actions.
IV. THE SPACE GAUGE
As mentioned above, the space gauge reduces the in-
ternal group SO(1, 3) to its subgroup SU(1, 1). In the
present framework, we can achieve this by taking τ = 1
and imposing the gauge condition4 B˜a3 = 0, which
amounts to mi = 0 provided that det(B˜ai) 6= 0 (assumed
throughout this section). Notice that both conditions im-
ply, from the normalization of mI , that (m
3)2 = 1; this
is why we consider τ = 1, since τ = −1 would make com-
plex the ensuing formulation with respect to a spacelike
direction (the case τ = −1 works for the gauge condition
B˜a0 = 0, as shown in Ref. [17]). On the other side, this
gauge condition Poisson commutes (modulo the gauge
condition itself) with all the constraints except for G˜i3
(this holds for any set of canonical variables), which re-
sults in {
B˜a3(x), G˜i3(y)
}
= −
1
2
B˜aiδ3(x, y). (25)
Since we assumed that B˜ai is nonsingular, the set
(B˜a3, G˜i3) is second class, and so the constraint G˜i3 (one
boost and two rotations) must be simultaneously solved.
Its solution reads Ca3 = ǫm3B˜
bi∂b
˜
Bai (orKa3 = Qa3 = 0
for the others parametrizations), where
˜
Bai denotes the
inverse of B˜ai. Meanwhile, by defining ǫijk := ǫijk3 and
G˜i := −
1
2ǫijkG˜
jk, and noticing that the internal metric
is now
(
ηij
)
= diag(−1, 1, 1) (the induced metric on the
4 Any of the internal spatial directions can be equivalently used to
perform the gauge fixing.
hypersurface Σ is qab = 2| det(B˜ck)|−1ηijB˜
aiB˜bj), the
remaining Gauss constraints satisfy the algebra{
G˜i(x), G˜j(y)
}
=
1
2
ǫij
k
G˜kδ
3(x, y), (26)
which corresponds to the Lie algebra of the group
SU(1, 1), whose members are one rotation (G˜0) and two
boost generators (G˜1 and G˜2). Therefore, as promised,
the above gauge breaks the four-dimensional Lorentz
group SO(1, 3) down to its three-dimensional counter-
part SU(1, 1).
Regarding the connection ΓaIJ , under the gauge fix-
ing we obtain, from Eq. (10), that Γai3 = 0, whereas
Γai := −(1/2)ǫijkΓa
jk happens to be the spin connection
compatible with B˜ai,
Γai = −ǫijk
(
∂[b
˜
Ba]
j +
˜
Ba
[l|B˜c|j]∂b
˜
Bcl
)
B˜bk. (27)
Before moving on to expressing the constraints in the
space gauge, let us see how the canonical transformations
(20a)–(20b) are affected by it. Setting B˜a3 = 0 there, we
obtain
Ca3 = ǫm3B˜
bi∂b
˜
Bai, (28a)
Cai = Kai = Qai −
ǫ
γ
m3Γai. (28b)
The first line gives no new information, but after defining
Aai := −γǫm
3Cai, the second line becomes the analog of
Barbero’s canonical transformation
Aai = −γǫm
3Qai + Γai. (29)
Since Γai is an SU(1, 1) connection and Qai is an internal
vector, Aai is an SU(1, 1) connection as well.
Let us consider the formulation described by the
canonical variables (Cai, B˜
ai) or equivalently (Kai, B˜
ai).
Observe that the kinetic term in Eq. (17) can be ex-
pressed as
B˜aI∂3CaI = B˜
ai∂3Cai =
2
γ
E˜ai∂3Aai, (30)
where the first equality is a consequence of the gauge
fixing, and for the second equality to hold we have defined
E˜ai := −
1
2
ǫm3B˜ai. (31)
Thus, Aai and E˜
ai are canonically conjugate to each
other and satisfy the fundamental Poisson bracket{
Aai(x), E˜
bj(y)
}
= (γ/2)δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x, y). Using these vari-
ables, the first-class constraints (19a)–(19c) after the
gauge fixing read
G˜i = −
1
γ
(
∂aE˜
a
i − ǫijkAa
jE˜ak
)
≈ 0, (32a)
V˜a =
1
γ
E˜biFbai − (Aai − Γai)G˜
i ≈ 0, (32b)
˜˜
H =
1
2γ2
ǫijkE˜
aiE˜bj
[
Fab
k − (γ2 + 1)Rab
k
]
+
1
γ
E˜ai∇aG˜i + Λ|
˜˜E| ≈ 0, (32c)
6where ˜˜E = det(E˜ai), Γai is given by the same expression
(27) with the change B → E (of course,
˜
Eai is the inverse
of E˜ai), and Fabi and Rabi are the respective curvatures
of Aai and Γai,
Fabi := 2∂[aAb]i − ǫijkAa
jAb
k, (33a)
Rabi := −
1
2
ǫijkRab
jk = 2∂[aΓb]i − ǫijkΓa
jΓb
k. (33b)
The formulation embodied in the set of constraints (32a)–
(32c) has exactly the same form as Barbero’s one, but
they differ in the internal gauge group; while the latter
makes use of the time gauge to reduce the Lorentz group
to SO(3), the former employs the space gauge in order to
single out SU(1, 1) as the residual internal symmetry. An
alternative way of obtaining Eqs. (32a)-(32c) (although
less directly) is analogous to the path originally followed
by Barbero to obtain his variables, which consists in using
the canonical transformation (29) in the Hamiltonian for-
mulation arising from the Palatini action subject to the
same gauge fixing. As mentioned at the end of Sec. III,
that Hamiltonian formulation is equivalent to the one
that employs the canonical pair (QaI , B˜
aI). Hence, for
the sake of completeness, we display here the constraints
(23a)–(23c) after imposing the space gauge,
G˜i = −
1
2
ǫijkB˜
ajQa
k ≈ 0, (34a)
V˜a = ∇[b
(
B˜biQa]i
)
≈ 0, (34b)
˜˜
H = −
1
8
ǫijkB˜
aiB˜bjRab
k +
1
4
B˜a[i|B˜b|j]QaiQbj
+
Λ
8
√
|h| ≈ 0, (34c)
where the expression for Γai is understood to be taken
from Eq. (27). If we wanted to put a name to this formu-
lation, it might be called the SO(1, 2) ADM formalism,
in analogy with the SO(3) case [21, 22].
V. ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE
SU(1, 1) BARBERO-LIKE VARIABLES
To enrich the content of this work, in this section we
show how to obtain the canonical formulation (32a)–
(32c) starting from a different parametrization of the so-
lution of the second-class constraints, which can also be
solved in a nonexplicitly Lorentz-covariant fashion (see
Appendix). The approach of this section is thus closer to
that of Ref. [13] (see also Ref. [23]).
According to the Appendix, instead of parametrizing
the solution of the second-class constraints (4d) by the
12 variables B˜aI , we can employ the nine plus three vari-
ables (E˜ai, li). The associated canonical variables are no
longer manifestly Lorentz covariant, but they encode, at
least at the classical level, exactly the same information.
We point out that in order to facilitate the description
of a spacetime foliation with respect to a spacelike direc-
tion (the “x3” direction) within this formalism, it is much
better to solve the second-class constraints with respect
to the corresponding internal spacelike direction (as com-
pared with the approach of Ref. [18]). In these variables,
the space gauge corresponds to the gauge condition
li = 0, (35)
which can be readily seen to form a second-class set to-
gether with the constraint (A.8a). Indeed, the Poisson
bracket between them yields{
li(x), G˜j3(y)
} ∣∣∣
li=0
= −
1
γ
ηijδ3(x, y), (36)
which defines a nonsingular matrix. Thus, as in Sec. IV,
the remanent internal symmetry is just SU(1, 1).
According to Eq. (A.4), in the space gauge the sym-
plectic term of the action (2) takes the form∫
R
dx3
∫
Σ
dV Π˜aIJ∂3
(γ)
ω aIJ=
2
γ
∫
R
dx3
∫
Σ
dV E˜ai∂3Aai,
(37)
where we have defined
Aai := γ
(γ)
ω a3i= γωa3i −
1
2
ǫijkωa
jk. (38)
So, half of the components of the connection ωaIJ are
encoded in Aai and the other half drop out of the sym-
plectic structure. The latter are precisely the ones fixed
by the simultaneous solutions of the second-class con-
straints (4e) and G˜i3 = 0. Instead of solving Eq. (A.8a)
directly for Z˜i and substituting the resulting solution in
the first-class constraints, it turns out to be more enlight-
ening to go a few steps back in the computations and not
to use the explicit solution of Eq. (4e), but rather com-
bine it together with G˜i3 into a system of nine equations
for the components ωaij (which are half the components
of the connection) as follows:
G˜
i3 = −∂aE˜
ai −
1
γ2
ǫijkAa
jE˜ak
−
(
1 +
1
γ2
)
ωa
i
jE˜
aj = 0, (39)
Ψab = 2ǫijkE˜
(a|iE˜cj
(
∂cE˜
|b)k + ωc
k
lE˜
|b)l
)
= 0. (40)
The solution for ωaij then gives
ωaij = ǫijkΓa
k +
γ
γ2 + 1 ˜
Ea[iG˜j], (41)
where
Γai := −ǫijk
(
∂[b
˜
Ea]
j +
˜
Ea
[l|E˜c|j]∂b
˜
Ecl
)
E˜bk (42)
is the spin connection compatible with the densitized
triad5 E˜ai, and G˜i := −(1/2)ǫijkG˜
jk are the generators
5 Note that in this case the induced metric on the hypersurface Σ
takes the form qab = | ˜˜E|−1ηij E˜
aiE˜bj , which explicitly exhibits
the SU(1, 1) invariance.
7of the internal SU(1, 1) symmetry given by the same ex-
pression (32a).
The expression for the remaining components of the
connection can be obtained from Eqs. (38) and (41) as
ωa3i =
1
γ
Aai −
1
γ
Γai +
1
2(γ2 + 1)
ǫijk
˜
Ea
j
G˜
k. (43)
All that is left is to write the vector and scalar con-
straints in terms of the canonical variables (Aai, E˜
ai). It
is not difficult to show that they take exactly the same
form as in Eqs. (32b) and (32c), respectively, with the
same definitions (33a) and (33b) for the curvatures, but
they all expressed in terms of the variables of this section
(which actually coincide with those introduced in the pre-
vious section). In conclusion, we have obtained the same
Barbero-like formulation with internal group SU(1, 1) of
Sec. IV.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have exploited the advantages of a
manifestly Lorentz-covariant formulation to obtain in a
straightforward manner gravity as an SU(1, 1) gauge the-
ory. We departed from the Holst action with a cosmo-
logical constant on a M = Σ × R spacetime manifold
with full local Lorentz invariance, and performed its 3+1
decomposition with respect to one of the “spatial” direc-
tions. Although it is not the usual foliation, we found
that the structure of the resulting canonical theory is ex-
actly the same as the one of the mainstream approach,
including the presence of second-class constraints. This
is a manifestation of the diffeomorphism invariance of the
original theory, wherein the distinction between space
and time is not relevant. As in Ref. [17], in Sec. III
we solved the second-class constraints in a manifestly
Lorentz-covariant fashion while keeping in mind the time-
like nature of Σ, which is achieved by introducing an
internal spacelike direction with respect to which this so-
lution is expressed and the right character of the metric
induced on Σ is specified. After that, we displayed sev-
eral real parametrizations—(CaI , B˜
aI), (KaI , B˜
aI) and
(QaI , B˜
aI)—of the phase space that are related among
them by canonical transformations such that the momen-
tum variables B˜aI are held fixed whereas the configura-
tion variables are transformed according to Eqs. (20a)
and (20b). Notably, the canonical formulation expressed
in terms of the variables (QaI , B˜
aI) lacks the presence
of the Immirzi parameter (modulo the Gauss constraint)
and actually takes the same form as the one arising from
the Palatini action, which makes Eq. (20b) a canonical
transformation between it and the Holst action. It should
be mentioned that the issue of the boundary conditions
for the above kind of foliation was not addressed in this
work, but we hope to carefully treat it elsewhere.
The description of gravity as an SU(1, 1) gauge theory
immediately emerges after imposing the space gauge on
the above formulation, where, in the internal Minkowski
space, boosts along one determinate spatial direction
and rotations around the two perpendicular spatial di-
rections to it are frozen. As a result, the remain-
ing members of the Lorentz group, namely rotations
around the same fixed spatial direction and boosts along
its two perpendicular directions, comprise the remanent
gauge group SU(1, 1). Operationally, the space gauge
is imposed through the condition B˜a3 = 0, and, as
shown in Sec. IV, the resulting canonical formulation
is parametrized by the components of an internal real
connection Aai and their canonically conjugate momenta
(the densitized triad E˜ai) both subject to a set of con-
straints that take the same form as those of the Ashtekar-
Barbero formalism, but with internal group SU(1, 1) in-
stead of SU(2). For the sake of completeness, we estab-
lished in Sec. V that the same canonical formulation also
comes out after applying the space gauge to a different
parametrization of the solution of the second-class con-
straints that is related to the formulation without mani-
fest Lorentz covariance contained in the Appendix.
The benefit of a manifestly Lorentz-covariant descrip-
tion is seen in the simplicity that the formulation (32a)–
(32c) emerges. This contrasts with the approach of
Ref. [18], where the authors had to reconstruct the form
of the constraints in accordance with the gauge condition
they found, all this in order to exhibit at the end the ex-
plicit covariance under SU(1, 1) of the resulting theory.
In fact, they did not even displayed the form of the scalar
constraint in terms of their SU(1, 1) variables, whereas
in our case we neatly arrive at Eq. (32c).
On the other hand, recall that the Holst action can
be recast as a constrained BF theory, whose Lorentz-
covariant canonical analysis [24] actually leads to a set of
constraints that agrees with Eqs. (4a)–(4e) up to terms
proportional to the second-class constraint (4d). There-
fore, by explicitly solving the second-class constraints as
was done in Sec. III, the canonical analyses of the BF -
type and Holst actions completely agree, meaning that
the results contained in this paper as well as those of
Ref. [17] also hold for the canonical analysis of BF grav-
ity with the Immirzi parameter, that is, the canonical
formulation (32a)–(32c) can also be derived, in the space
gauge, from a BF -type action for general relativity.
The similarities between our description and Barbero’s
one make us believe that our approach could be extended
to the quantum world using the same strategy of the
loop approach (even if the gauge group is not compact;
see Ref. [25]). For instance, it would be particularly in-
teresting to see how the results for the eigenvalues of
the area operator (defined on both timelike and spacelike
surfaces) compare to those of Ref. [18] as well as those
obtained in the context of twisted geometries [26], when
using our SU(1, 1) Barbero-like variables to construct the
holonomies.
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Appendix: Nonmanifestly Lorentz-covariant
parametrization
Although, as shown in Sec. III, the second-class con-
straints (4e)–(4d) can be solved in a manifestly Lorentz-
covariant fashion, they can also be solved in such a way
that the Lorentz symmetry is preserved in a nonexplic-
itly covariant way [13] (just as Maxwell electrodynamics
can be described in terms of electric and magnetic fields
instead of the 4-potential without spoiling Lorentz invari-
ance). Inspired by the work of Ref. [13], we devote this
Appendix to do the latter but this time adapting it to a
decomposition with respect to spacelike direction.
We take as our starting point the constraint (4e),
whose solution is given by
Π˜a3i = E˜ai, (A.1a)
Π˜aij = 2E˜a[ilj], (A.1b)
with li being three arbitrary functions and E˜ai assumed
to have an inverse that we denote by
˜
Eai. This solution
can be used to rewrite Eq. (5) as
˜˜qqab = ΘijE˜
aiE˜bj , (A.2)
for
Θij := −
(
1 + lkl
k
)
ηij + lilj , (A.3)
with (ηij) = diag(−1, 1, 1). Moreover, the solution
(A.1a)–(A.1b) induces the following symplectic reduction
in the action (2):
(γ)
Π˜ aIJ∂3ωaIJ = Π˜
aIJ∂3
(γ)
ω aIJ
=
2
γ
(
E˜ai∂3Aai + Z˜
i∂3li
)
, (A.4)
where the definitions
Aai := γ
(γ)
ω a3i +γ
(γ)
ω aij l
j, (A.5)
Z˜i := γ
(γ)
ω aij E˜
aj , (A.6)
provide a set of 12 relations that, together with the six
remaining second-class constraints (4e), allow us to com-
pletely express the 18 components of
(γ)
ω aIJ (or equiva-
lently of ωaIJ) in terms of the new canonical variables
(
Aai, E˜
ai
)
and
(
li, Z˜
i
)
. Equations (A.5) and (A.6) im-
ply that we can parametrize the components of the con-
nection as
(γ)
ω a3i =
1
γ
Aai −
1
2
ǫijk
˜
Eall
jM˜kl +
1
γ ˜
Ea[iZ˜j]l
j , (A.7a)
(γ)
ω aij =
1
2
ǫijk
˜
EalM˜
kl −
1
γ ˜
Ea[iZ˜j], (A.7b)
where M˜ ij = M˜ ji are six independent parameters that
will be fixed by the constraints (4e). Before going fur-
ther, note that the Gauss constraint in terms of the new
canonical variables takes the form
G˜
i3 =−∂a
(
E˜ai −
1
γ
ǫijkE˜
aj lk
)
+
2
γ
E˜a[ilj]Aaj
−
1
γ
(
Z˜i + liljZ˜j
)
, (A.8a)
G˜
i :=−
1
2
ǫijkG˜
jk = −∂a
(
1
γ
E˜ai + ǫijkE˜
aj lk
)
−
1
γ
ǫijk
(
E˜ajAa
k + Z˜j lk
)
, (A.8b)
which demonstrates how the nature of the solution
(A.1a)–(A.1b) compels us to split the manifestly covari-
ant form of the Gauss constraint into G˜i3 and G˜jk. The
splitting does not break Lorentz covariance though, since
G˜
i3 and G˜i still generate the whole local Lorentz symme-
try. Moving on to the solution of Eq. (4e), we substitute
Eqs. (A.1a)–(A.1b) and (A.7a)–(A.7b) in it, and multi-
plying that result by
˜
Eai
˜
Ebj , we obtain the equation
F˜(ij) − (1 + lpl
p)
2
ǫikmǫjln
(
Θ−1
)mn
M˜kl = 0, (A.9)
where
(
Θ−1
)
ij
, the inverse of Θij , and F˜ij are given re-
spectively by(
Θ−1
)
ij
= −
1
1 + lklk
(ηij + lilj) , (A.10)
F˜ij =
(
1 + lkl
k
)
f˜ij +
(
ηik −
1
γ
ǫikll
l
)
ljG˜
k
−
(
1
γ
ηik + ǫikll
l
)
ljG˜
k3, (A.11)
for
f˜ij = ǫiklE˜
ak
[(
1 +
1
γ2
)
˜
Ebj∂aE˜
bl +
1
γ
Aaj l
l
]
−
1
γ2
(
E˜akAakηij − E˜
a
iAaj + liZ˜j
)
. (A.12)
Solving Eq. (A.9) for Mij we obtain
M˜ij =
2
(1 + lrlr)2
[
δki δ
l
j −
1
4
(
Θ−1
)
ij
Θkl
]
×ǫkmpǫlnqΘ
mnF˜ (pq), (A.13)
=
1
(1 + lmlm)2
[
− 2F˜(ij) +
(
F˜ kk + F˜kll
kll
)
ηij
+
(
F˜ kk − F˜kll
kll
)
lilj − 2
(
l(iF˜j)k + F˜k(ilj)
)
lk
]
.
(A.14)
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(γ)
ω aIJ is completely determined by Eqs. (A.7a)–
(A.7b), (A.11), (A.14) and (A.12); using the resulting
expressions together with the solution (A.1a)–(A.1b), the
vector and scalar constraints read
V˜a =
2
γ
E˜bi∂[bAa]i −
1
γ
Z˜i∂al
i +
1
γ2 + 1
[
Aai
(
2E˜b[ilj]Abj
−Z˜i − Z˜jl
j li
)
+
1
γ
ǫijkAa
i
(
Ab
jE˜bk + ljZ˜k
)]
, (A.15)
˜˜
H = E˜ailiV˜a
−
1
γ
(
1 + lkl
k
)(
E˜ai∂aZ˜i +
1
2
E˜aiE˜bjZ˜i∂a
˜
Ebj
)
−
γ2
γ2 + 1
{
1
γ2
(
1 + lll
l
) [
−
3
4
Z˜iZ˜
i −
3
4
(
Z˜il
i
)2
−E˜aiAaiZ˜
jlj − E˜
a[i|E˜b|j]AaiAbj +
1
γ
ǫijkAa
iE˜ajZ˜k
]
−
1
4
(
f˜ ii
)2
+
1
2
f˜ ij f˜(ij) −
1
2
f˜ij l
ilj
(
f˜kk −
1
2
f˜kll
kll
)
+
1
2
f˜(ik)
(
f˜kj + f˜j
k
)
lilj
}
+
∣∣∣(1 + lili) ˜˜E∣∣∣Λ, (A.16)
where ˜˜E := det(E˜ai); we have assumed ˜˜q < 0 on the
timelike leaves, and all the terms proportional to the
Gauss constraints have been neglected to simplify our ex-
pressions. We immediately observe that the splitting of
the Lorentz indices makes the ensuing formulation look
much more complicated than the one obtained by the
manifestly Lorentz-covariant approach of Sec. III.
It is worth mentioning that the Barbero-like formula-
tion of Sec. IV can also be obtained from the present
description by imposing the gauge condition li = 0; solv-
ing it together with G˜i3 yields
Z˜i = −γ∂aE˜
ai = −γǫijkΓajE˜
a
k, (A.17)
where, for the last equality to hold, Γai is the spin con-
nection compatible with E˜ai. Continuing along this path
is not as straightforward as neither of the cases presented
earlier in Secs. IV and V, but we actually obtain the same
Barbero-like formulation regardless of the followed ap-
proach (modulo the Gauss constraint in the latter, since
we have dropped several terms before the gauge fixing).
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